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5 Ways ofseeing in the age ofDiirer 

BOB SCRIBNER 

The theme ofthis chapter can be best summed up by a tale recorded in the 

Prussian Chronicle ofthe Franciscan friar Simon Grunau, recounting an inci

dent which allegedly took place in 1524 in a village just south ofDanzig. 

The curate in this village had inculcated Lutheran ideas into the local 

peasantry, including the view that images were 'tricks of the devil' 

mUfelsgespenst) to fill the purses ofthe clergy. Sitting over wine and working 

up their anger with these thoughts, the schoolmaster and half a dozen 

peasants turned to mockery: 'Our God must be beaten, or he will do no 

good!' - a neat inversion, we might say, of sentiments often expressed 

about the peasants themselves. Thereupon they went to the church and 

took away the crucifix which was used at Eastertide for a weather proces

sion over the fields. They put a cope upon it and carried it to the school 

house, where they made whips and addressed it as follows: 

o Jewish king and Christian idol, we have decorated you in gold and costly 
colours, sacrificed altar lights with great hymns ofpraise, carried you around 
and treated you as a bride. But the more we have honoured you, the more our 
grain has spoiled. You have permitted us to sow expensive barley, but made 
wild oats grow from it. Now you can no longer defY us, but must say whether 
you will give us rain and good grain. 

As they said this they made their whips, and when they had received no 

reply, they threw the image ofChrist to the ground, lifted up its cope and 

flogged it with all their might, crying out 'Correct yourself, lord Jewish 

king, lord Christian idol!', flogging until they were out ofbreath. As they 

did so, the image became blood-red, ofwhich they were vaguely aware, but 

such was their fury that they continued to flogpitilessly. In the village, peo

ple began to notice that itwas raining blood and suddenly a great thunder

clap struck the school, to which everyone ran, thinking to save it from fire. 

There they were able to seize the culprits, still so blinded by their rage that 

they heard or saw nothing else. l 
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Fig.5.1 (opposite) 
MatthiasGriinewald, The 
Mocking ojChrist, 1503, 
painting 

Cenain elements ofthe event so described could easily be a dramatisation 

ofa depiction ofChrist's Passion, similar perhaps to that in Griinewald's 

Mockin.9 ofChrist of1503 (fig. 5.1); or it could be an enactment ofa scene 

from a mystery play. It also recalls the dramatised liturgy of the Palm 

Sunday to Good Friday cycle, as well as the treatment meted out to 

apotropaic images which had failed in their protective function. 2 For our 

purposes here, however, it exemplifies some essential points about ways of 

seeing in the age ofDiirer, and about the 'image culture' in which such 

ways ofseeing were embedded. We might well think that such a blatantly 

polemical tale ofa miraculous image has more to do with 'monkish super

stition' (as the Reformation was inclined to call such things) than with 

the milieu of the great Nuremberg artist, for the age of Dilrer was one 

which experienced the 'rationalisation of sight', a phenomenon which 

WilIiam Ivins called 'the most important thing that happened during the 

Renaissance' . 3 

Let me expound briefly on what Ivins meant here and its implications, 

for although it belongs to an earlier age ofRenaissance scholarship, his 

views are still relevant to contemporary discussions about our historical 

understanding ofthe act ofseeing. Before the Renaissance, Ivins argued, 

humankind possessed no logical system of representing the location of 

objects in space, despite the power of pictorial symbols to make precise 

visual statements. Norwas it possible to duplicate any picture exactly. The 

force ofthese two limitations to human ability to represent visually a sen

suous awareness of nature he saw as a reason for much of the failure of 

classical and medieval science. The fifteenth century, however, witnessed 

what Ivins believed to be two unique events in the history of European 

thought: the development ofthe exactly repeatable visual statement in the 

printed picture - first as a woodcut and later from engraved and etched 

metal plates; and the discovery ofa simple but logical scheme for pictorial 

perspective. The names of the persons responsible for the first discovery 

are unknown, but it is possible to identifY three outstanding texts which 

brought about a profound change in our ways of seeing: Leon Battista 

Alberti's Della pittura Iibri tre of 143516, Viator's De arttilciale perspectiva of 

1505, and AlbrechtDilrer's Unterweysunn der Messun.9 Of1525. 

This was but a beginning, as Ivins reminds us, and the theory ofscien

tific perspective in all its complete ramifications was developed only slowly 

over the early modern period, culminating in 179819 in the descriptive 

geometry of G. Monge and the projective geometry of Monge's pupil 

J. V. Poncelet of1822, a long, slow development, perhaps, but one without 
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which modern engineering and modern machinery would not exist. <I 

The newly discovered power of invariant pictorial reproduction had far

reaching implications for the European ability to classifY and to subjectthe 

natural world to scrutiny and control. Scientific classification, identification 

and comparison became possible in many areas, whether in the fields of 

botany and zoology (by means of exact representation ofvarious plants 

and animals), anatomy (the ability to represent the volumetric proportions 

of the human body) or mathematics (the idea that mathematics could be 

used to understand and control a homogeneous nature, the essential pre

supposition for modern theoretical physics). These and other branches of 

modern science laid down their foundations in the sixteenth century in 

consequence ofthe 'rationalisation ofsight'. 5 

Writing in I938, Ivins belonged to a generation fascinated by the 

scientific-rationalistic achievement of the Renaissance, and although he 

was aware of the slow, long~term development whereby such matters as 

scientific perspective were brought to full fruition only by the nineteenth 

century, he was minded to see the more immediate revolutionary implica

tions ofhis two 'unique events' in European intellectual history. Perhaps 

because of the revisionist cast of mind ofour generation, with its post

modern scepticism, we are nowadays more conscious of the continuities 

than ofthe ruptures between the Middle Ages and the early modern period, 

and many scholars feel uncomfortable with the older concept of the 

Renaissance as a radical and decisive break with the past. It is easy, for 

example, to overlook the moral-aesthetic content ofAlberti's treatise on 

painting, with its explicit invocation ofthe near-religious task ofthe artist, 

and his emphasis on the aesthetic quality ofthe painter's vision. 'Painting 

contains a divine force which ... makes the dead seem almost alive', 

Alberti wrote, and he went on to say that it should be so composed 'that it 
will capture the eye ofwhatever learned or unlearned person is looking at 

it and will move his [or her) soul'. 6 He was not unique in this combination 

of, medieval' and 'modern' elements in his thought. Nicholas ofCusa, one 

ofthe greatest minds ofthe fifteenth century, displayed the same ability to 

combine a scientific rationalism with a moralised and mystical notion of 

sight. Thus, he was fascinated by the potentiality ofthe lens, a discovery of 

the fourteenth century, and by the implications of the developing science 

of optics. By means of the magnifYing power of the lens, he wrote, it 

was possible to perceive for the first time an invisible world ofnature pre

viously hidden to the human eye, implying, so we might think, a revolu

tionary shift in human perceptual capacity and a radical reorientation in 
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epistemology. Yet Cusa chose to draw a moral lesson from this scientific 

observation, and wrote instead of the all-seeing eye ofGod, which pene

trated to the deepest and most invisible recesses ofthe human heart.7 

The same is true ofAlberti's discovery of scientific perspective, which 

depended so heavily on the awareness of the incidence of rays of light 

falling on objects made possible by the science ofoptics. In the rational

istic account of scientific perspective, the principle of'Alberti's window' 

enabled the world to be viewed as if through a pane of glass at a point 

where the lines ofvision were gathered together by an idealised observer. 

Theoretically, this created the possibility ofperceiving the world as object 

and so of removing the magical and visionary elements inherent in 

medieval 'ways of seeing'.8 In reality the emergence of naturalism and 

rationalism in German art, and in Northern European art in general, which 

ran well ahead of the reception ofscientific perspective, had the effect of 

intensifYing the emotional and moralising features ofvisual representa

tion, indeed may even have heightened tl.1e magical power of the image.9 

Nicholas ofCusa provides another excellent example ofwhat I mean here 

when he wrote with admiration ofthe skill ofthe artists ofhis own day who 

created the 'all-seeing' portrait, the representation whose gaze seemed to 

fall on the viewer from whatever the viewing angle or position. He recom

mended, doubtless with a certain quiet sense ofanticipated amusement, 

that the monks of the abbey of Tegernsee should hang up the example 

he sent them and try passing it to and fro through the room to experience 

the uncanny sensation of an image that seemed to follow their every 

movement.10 

Ofcourse, we might expect to find considerable differences in perceptu

al capacity between the age ofAlberti in the first third ofthe fifteenth cen

tury and the age ofDiirertwo generations later. Let us, therefore, look more 

closelyat the nature ofvisual perception around 1500. It is firstly necessary 

to remind ourselves ofwhat people of that time understood by the act of 

seeing. Despite development in the theory of optics since the thirteenth 

century, seeing as a physical act was not yet understood merely as a matter 

ofrays oflight falling upon the optic nerve; rather, it was thought that the 

act of vision involved a physical contact between viewer and what was 

viewed, a form ofstuffor energy that flowed between the two, making the 

act ofseeing a particularly sensuous activity, as though viewer and viewed 

were engaged in an act of mutual touching. ll Yet seeing was no more 

merely a physical action than it is in our own age, when we can speak ofthe 

caress in the eyes oflovers or, as one did also in the sixteenth century, of 

http:touching.ll
http:movement.10
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beauty being in the eye of the beholder. St Augustine had discerned three 

forms ofseeing, the corporeal, the spiritual and the intellectual, establish

ing categories that were accepted well into the early modern period. 

Augustine had also posited a complex semiology as the basis ofall human 

knowledge, whereby everything within range ofhuman sense perception 

belonged to an elaborate semiotic system comprised ofsigns ofreality and 

a signifYing reality. 12 

The 'signs ofreality' worked through human sense perceptions, involv

ing all five senses, although hearing and vision were usually accorded pre

eminence over touch, taste and smell.13 Augustine was inclined to grant 

priority to hearing on the grounds that linguistic signs were superior inso

far as all others could be expressed in them, although he certainly did not 

underestimate the importance ofseeing. Alongside this Augustinian tradi

tion there was a more popular tradition which accorded seeing a central 

role as a means ofaccess to human knowledge ofboth natural and super

natural reality. This emphasised thatvisual images were the 'books ofcom

mon people', enabling the unlearned to perceive through pictures what 

they could not acquire through the written or spoken word. This tradition 

extended back to Pope Gregory the Great in the ninth century, with a refor

mulation by St Bonaventura in the high Middle Ages, and was a common

place ofthe fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. It stressed not only the 

pedagogic and didactic role ofvisual images, but also their psychological 

and affective role: images served not only as doctrinal instruction for those 

who could not read for themselves, but also as an aid to memory in recall

ing what had been learned; but above all they moved the sluggish human 

emotions, which could not be stirred to response in other ways. 14 This psy

chological-pedagogical understanding ofthe act ofseeing is not confined 

to the Middle Ages orthe early modern period, but constitutes a firstprinci

pIe of modern elementary education and modern advertising, as well as 

forming the epistemological presupposition for the modern cinema. In so 

many respects, the ways ofseeing ofthe age from Diirer are more accessi

ble to those born to the culture ofphotograph, film and television than per

ha ps to the generations in between. 

Ifseeing was a central means ofapprehending the signs ofreality, what 

of the other side of the semiotic equation, the 'signifYing reality'? Almost 

without exception, reality for people ofthat time was the very inverse ofour 

own concept ofthe real. The material world was the realm ofevanescence, 

of the insubstantial and the (,::ontingentj it was corruptible and transient. 

Far more real was the supernatural world, the realm ofthe spiritual, a realm 

http:smell.13
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ofthe essential and the eternal, ofwhich the material world was but a pallid 

and inadequate sign, and upon which fragile material life depended for its 

very existence. This reality could not, in normal circumstances, be appre

hended directly by the human senses, but only by the signs of the super

natural, and then only by those capable of perceiving them. This truth 

provided the foundation for Augustine's three kinds ofseeing, and it posed 

a continual dilemma for people of the Middle Ages and the early modern 

period: how do we apprehend supernatural reality, trapped as we are in 

material being? The great mystics of the later Middle Ages - Bridget of 

Sweden, 10hannes Tauler, Heinrich Suso, lulian ofNorwich , to name only 

the most prominent - attempted to gain access to such reality by means ofa 

threefold process ofvisionary contemplation. One began with bodily see

ing, mere physical contemplation ofa pious image, itself no more than an 

indicative sign ofsupernatural reality; one then intensified the contempla

tion into a form ofdevout 'seeing' without a physical image, a seeing in the 

mind's eye; and finally one attained an imageless devotion, a direct appre

hension of the divine. 15 Yet these idealised stages remained problematic, 

since the visions of the great mystics were mostly communicated in 

intensely visual form, whatever the extent and depth of their imageless 

experience. For all practical purposes such acts of perception remained 

limited to the first two stages, both ofwhich involved a notion of, looking 

through' the mere physical image to the truth behind. 

Luther provides an example of the principle in its two practical forms, 

writing that he found it impossible not to make visual images oftheologi

cal truths, for whenever he thought ofChrist he formed in his heart the 

image ofa man hanging on the cross, in the same way as he saw his own 

reflection when gazing into water. He also wrote in an early theological 

work that in gazing on the crucifix one should not just see the man Christ 

suffering on the cross, but the salvific act of the Saviour, something to 

be apprehended in the heart and in faith.16 Even this form of 'looking 

through' the visual image may have been too roundabout, too intellectu

alised a means of apprehending supernatural reality, and a rather more 

common form ofvisual perception was attached to an act ofsacramental 

seeing, whereby the mere act oflooking in faith made present the super

natural. There were two common forms in which such acts ofsacramental 

seeing were experienced: in connection with the cult ofimages, where the 

devotion accorded the image by the devotee led to the very presence ofthe 

saintly person; and in the liturgy, especially in the Mass at the point of 

the elevation. This form of sacramental seeing was involved in all those 

http:faith.16
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Fig. 5.1 (opposite) 
Albrecht Diirer, Mass of 
StGre,gory, 1511, woodcut 

medieval exempla ofpious folk seeing the infant Jesus present in the host 

bread during the celebration of the Mass, and in particular in the icono

graphical tradition ofthe Mass ofSt Gregory, whereby Gregory the Great 

experienced a vision ofthe suffering and crucified Christ while consecrat

ing the elements ofbread and wine. This image demonstrated that those 

present at the Mass could perceive the bodily presence of Christ after 

the consecration and was one of the most popular devotional images of 

the fifteenth and early sixteenth century, especially when the vision was 

assimilated to the idea ofthe elevation as the point where Christ's real pres

ence was revealed to the viewer. 17 Diirer has provided us with an excellent 

example of the theme in his woodcut Of15I1 (fig. 5.2), showing how the 

dramatic power ofthe woodcut medium was more than equal to that ofa 

painted image. 

Perceiving the supernatural was, ofcourse, no simple or voluntaristic 

matter, for the supernatural realm was capricious, appearing when and 

where it wished, regardless ofhuman behest. Sometimes it was manifest 

in response to human devotion, as in a legend of St Kiimmernis (St 

Uncumber) contained in a broadsheet with woodcut of 1507 by Hans 

Burgkmair (fig. 5.3), recounting an event which allegedly took place in 

Lucca, but which is also known in German versions, for example, in 

Schwabisch Gmiind as a legend of St Cecilia that has persisted into the 

twentieth century. A poor wandering fiddler who earned his meagre living 

byplaying in inns had discovered that he was going deaf. Anxious about his 

livelihood, he knelt to pray at the feet ofthe image ofSt Cecilia, the patron 

saint ofmusic, an image clad in richly adorned clothes, including a pair 

ofpure golden slippers. His prayer was so heartfelt and his devotion so 

intense that the image suddenly came to life, bent down and tossed him a 

golden slipper. Overjoyed, the fiddler ran at once to a goldsmith to cash in 

his gift, but the goldsmith, alas, was a sceptical man and reported it to the 

equally sceptical town council. Arrested and condemned to death for blas

phemous theft, the fiddler begged as his last request to be allowed to pray 

again before his patron saint. As he knelt in intense devotion, his hearing 

was miraculously restored and in gratitude he began to play a tune ofsuch 

intense beauty that the hearts ofall those in the church were moved to tears, 

and as the last notes ofthe tune hung in the air the image bent down - and 

tossed him the other slipper. 18 

The tale exemplifies the three characteristics attached to late-medieval 

devotional images: that they were laden with sacred power, thatthey could 

exemplifY an indwelling personality and that they could enter into an 
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FigS .3 (opposite) Hans 

Burgkmair, SI Ktimmtrnis, 

1507, broadsheet with 
woodcut 

affective personal relationship with a viewer. 19 Such characteristics were 

especially manifest in the presence of disbelievers in images and created 

a polemical topos wielded as effectively against the iconoclasm of the 

Protestant reformers as it was against earlier iconomachs such as the 

Hussites and the Byzantine iconoclasts . The Gebweiler Chronicle of Hans 

Stolz relates a spectacular example ofthe powerofthe sacred image, which 

allegedly occurred on 27 May 1524 in a village in the Rhine Palatinate not far 

from Frankfurt. On that day the villagers had set up a crucifix in a stream 

and challenged it with the words: 'If you are God, then climb out of the 

water.' The reply came as the earth opened and swallowed up 400 villagers, 

leaving behind a sheet of ice one and a half times a man's height in thick

ness and as wide as the village itself; only ten persons survived the catas

trophe. 2°The tale from Simon Grunau with which we began is predicated 

upon similar assumptions-as is much ofthe mentality ofsixteenth-century 

iconoclasts, who were as often moved by fear of the image, which they 

perceived as a 'trick ofthe devil' , as they were by indifference to it. 

Indeed, Luther and other reformers spoke of pious images as masks 

(larvae) behind which the devil lurked, hoping to lure souls to damnation. 21 

This was more than a polemical response to Catholic miraculous images ; it 

was also an important way ofseeing, the ability to discern the presence and 

activity of the devil in the world, whether through the Antichrist and his 

agents or through those engaged in doing the devil's work. In 1522 the 

Bern chronicler Valerius Anselm recorded the official denunciation of an 

alleged apparition of the Virgin Mary some years earlier which had led to 

the creation of a pilgrimage to an old chapel on the Bielersee. Katherin 

Tiifers, the woman who had experienced the apparition and who seems to 

have had a reputation as a seer, now confessed to having been an agent of 

the devil, who had appeared to her several times (twice in human form) and 

taught her how to deceive the people. Katherin was condemned as a witch, 

providing the Bernese evangelical party with the powerful and irrefutable 

argument that miraculous images were no more than diabolical trickery.22 

For people ofthe sixteenth century, this was a telling propaganda coup, for 

the devil was as real a presence as any physical reality, and when Diirer 

depicted him lurking around the corner from his quartet of lubricious 

witches, or accompanying the sombre knight on his lonely pilgrimage, his 

presence was as real as that ofChrist in the Eucharist. To those who could 

see properly, he could be discerned behind his disguises, and one of the 

self-appointed tasks of religious reformers such as Luther was to strip 

away the masks and expose his terrible reality. 

http:trickery.22
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This rather hasty sketch of the nature ofvisual perception must remain 

necessarily truncated, although the theme deserves a hundred rather than a 

handful ofpages. For the remainder ofthis chapter I want to concentrate 

on the role ofthe artist as a manipulator ofvisual perception. Alberti was 

well aware of the 'sacramental' aspects ofvisual representation, writing 

that the 'movements ofthe soul are made known by the movements ofthe 

body'.23 The painter's higher task was to stir the emotions ofthe viewer, 

and Leonardo prided himself on having so effectively painted a yawning 

man that the viewer was compelled to yawn on seeing him. Vasari praised 

Correggio's skill in depicting a laughing angel so naturally that the viewer 

was also induced to smile, and commented that there was no person ofso 

gloomy a disposition as not to be moved to cheerfulness by it. 24 0neofthe 

immediate consequences of the discovery of linear perspective was the 

ability ofthe painter to extend the visual space in which his or her subject 

was set so as to include an idealised observer. However, this observer was 

notexpected , or even allowed, to remain detached and outside the depicted 

subject matter, but was drawn into the illusory space created by the 

painter's art. This quickly became a virtuoso skill ofRenaissance artists, 

who could play perceptual games with their viewers. This could be 

achieved through the 'all·seeing portrait', the illusionist projection ofan 

object beyond the painting's frame, as is the case in Joos van Cleve's double 

portrait of circa 1520;25 or through the anamorphic picture, which could 

only be understood by viewing the painting at the appropriate angle to 

make the depicted object appear. The most famous example is undoubt

edly the carefully placed skull in Holbein's The Ambassadors, a deliberate 

memento mori to counterbalance the painting's expression ofinner·worldly 

pride and achievement.26 

The psychological complexity ofthis procedure can be observed in the 

notion ofa 'picture within a picture', exemplified by a skilful miniature 

representation in the Book of Hours of Mary of Burgundy (fig. 5.4), which 

depicts Mary of Burgundy praying before a background scene, viewed 

through an open window, of the Madonna and Child venerated by Mary 

herself.27 Given that the Flemish princess was the most likely person to 

use the prayer book and to behold this image, we are presented with a 

'Chinese-boxes' notion of visualised reality, with the viewer viewing her 

represented selfbefore a representation ofhers elfin the presence ofsacred 

persons. Ifwe posit that the prayer book held by the Mary in the miniature 

http:herself.27
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Fig.5-4 Mary ofBurgundy 
Prayingfrom her Book of 
Hours, c. 1480, 
manuscript illumination 

is also a Book of Hours, perhaps the very book in which the miniature is 

reproduced, we see a vertiginous double-mirroring ofreality: Mary able to 

see herself reading the book in the very book she is reading. This skill at 

playing with sense perception even extends to the sense of touch, as in 

Crivelli's Madonna and Child with the Fly of1481 (fig. 5.5), in which the fiy's 

shadow is represented with such tangibility that the viewer might think a 

real fiy had settled on the painting and reach out to brush it aside.28 The 

Christ-child is at the same time startled by the insect's presence, so that the 
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Fig.5.5 (opposite) Carlo 

Crivelli, Madonna and 

Child with the Fly, 1481, 

tempera and gold on 

wood 

Fig.5.6 (above) Bernd 

Notke, Mass 0fStGrtyory, 

L 1504, detail, formerly 

Marienkirche, Liibeck, 

now destroyed 

barrier between the world ofthe senses and the illusionist reality created by 

the artist dissolves and draws the viewer into the scene. 

The most common technique used to provoke psychological involve

ment of the viewer was that of the gaze, especially the gaze of a depicted 

subject extending beyond an image to encounter and involve the viewer.19 

Sometimes this was achieved by a figure whose gaze met that ofthe viewer, 

as if to attract her or his attention, as in Bernd Notke's Mass ofSt Gre,gory of 

1504 (fig. 5.6), where the canon kneeling behind the pope gazes directly at 

the viewer as ifto say 'This concerns you!' Sometimes the viewer is invoked 

as voyeur, encouraged to overlook a scene that should be chastely hidden, 

as by the obscenely gesturing fool in the Garden of Love by the Master E. S. 

(fig. 5.7).30 Increasingly, the gaze out ofthe picture engaging the returned 

gaze of the viewer was employed for the portrait. The profile portrait was 

gradually displaced during the fifteenth century by the still indirect gaze of 

the portrait three-quarters turned towards the viewer. However, the fully 

frontal portrait, employed with startling psychological intensity in Dther's 

self-portrait, was a unique departure in direct visual-affective encounter of 
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Fig.5.7 (opposite) 
Master E. S., LarBeGardtn 
ofLove, c. 1460-7, 
engraving 

viewer and viewed by means ofthe intensified gaze, previously reserved for 

representations of sacred personages.31 The most well-known example, 

the Holy Face ofChrist as depicted on the so-called Veronica cloth, was the 

most popular devout image ofthe fifteenth century, undoubtedly because 

ofits reputation as a representation of the true image (vera ima,!Jo) of the 

Saviour. Diirer's engraving ofl513 (fig. 5.8) captures something ofthe psy

chological intensity ofthe image, which is heightened further by the wood

cut ofHans Sebald Beham of1528 (fig. 5.9), the large format in close-up 

increasing the psychological potency and emotive power, which was then 

developed further in the 'Ecce homo' depictions, which formed part of 

late medieval Christocentric affective piety.32 Diirer made good use ofthis 

'gaze out ofthe picture' in the Man ofSorrows by the Column in his Engraved 

Passion series.33 The 'devout gaze' encouraged here was the presupposi

tion for an act ofsacramental seeing, which made present the sacred per

son, so constituting the 'sacramental gaze' as a major form of religious 

experience. The creation of such small-format images in the form of a 

single-sheet woodcut or engraving enabled use of the image for private 

devotion and brought this form ofdirect apprehension ofthe sacred into 

the Hving-rooms and bedchambers of the private home. 34 Indeed, if we 

accept Charles Talbot's view that the printed image bore the impressed 

authentic image ofthe original, the presence of the holy image may have 

been just as intense an experience in the print medium. 35 

Such images were clearly intended to move the viewer to pious emotions, 

and this power of the image to stir particular emotions was one ofwhich 

artists were fully conscious. In 1557 Ludovico DoIce summed it up in his 

Dialo,!Jo delta pittura in terms ofthe commonplace that the eyes are the win

dows of the soul, and that the artist could express any emotion through 

them - mirth, pain, anger, fear, hope or longing, all designed to elicit the 

same emotions in the viewer. Leonardo wrote ofpainters who so effectively 

represented voluptuousness and sensuality that viewers were stirred to 

the same feelings, so moving this particular skill into dangerous waters 

indeed. In Diirer's Germany the skilful and deliberate employment ofthe 

'sensual gaze' found expression in ambiguous form in moralising alle

gories such as Hans Baldung Grien's Death and the Maiden (fig. 5.10) or his 

The Fall ofAdam and Eve (fig. 5.n), which combine a voyeuristic gaze with 

representation ofan eroticised and deliberately provocative female body. 

The most that can be said about such representations is that they seek to 

in'duce sexual arousal in order to condemn the viewer for his sinful re

sponse: I say 'his' deliberately, for these images were undoubtedly created 
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Fig.5.8 (above) 

AlbrechtDiirer, Veronica 

Cloth, 1513 , engraving 

Fig. 5.9 (right) Hans 

Sebald Beham, The Holy 

Fact, 1528, woodcut 

Fig.5.10 (right, 
opposite) Hans Baldung 

Grien, Death and the 
Maiden, 1515, pen 
drawing on brown tinted 
paper, heightened with 

white 
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Fig.5.1I (opposite) 
Hans SaldungGrien, 
The Fall ofAdam and Eve, 
I5H, woodcut 

for the male gaze. The moralising memento mori could slide easily into a 

pornography ofdeath, as it did with Lucas Cranach's numerous Lucretia 

depictions (fig. 5.12), so closely modelled on his representations ofideal

ised female beauty in the figure ofVenus. Here sensual arousal is given an 

added frisson by the rape and the suicide associated with the Lucretia 

story.36 In representations of the Fall, the combination of the sensuous 

gaze with an eroticised female body leads to the curious doctrine, exclu

sively foundin visual representations ofthe age ofDiirer, thatthe Fall was 

caused notby human disobedience but by Eve's sexuality.37 

The semiology ofarousal created by manipulation ofvisual perception 

and of sense perception in general was not confined merely to sexual 

arousal. It was employed also for its revelatory effect, especially in Refor

mation propaganda, putting into practice Luther's notion ofthe masks of 

the devil disguising the diabolical reality. A famous broadsheet (fig. 5.13) 

actually enabled the viewer to liftthe mask on a depiction ofthe notoriously 

immoral Borgia pope, Alexander VI, to reveal the horror of the devil 

beneath.38 There were also broadsheets which consisted oftwo round and 

superimposed woodcuts attached at the centre, the lower image only visi

ble through a wedge-shaped cut at the top ofthe uppermost image. These 

could be turned to reveal the bestial or diabolical faces of members of 

the Catholic clergy, a technique which served to reveal them as less than 

human, a denial not justofsacred status but also ofpersonal worth.39 The 

frequent combination of scatological images and images of the demonic 

equated the papacy or the Catholic clergy with the devil's excrement, with 

the purpose of creating the abreaction desired by Luther, 'that one feels 

sick whenever one sees a clerical person'. 40 We can almost perceive in such 

images an attempt to provide a visual trigger to the sense of smell (fig. 

5.14), justas illusionist images appealed to the sense oftouch. 41 

Visual perception was used, therefore, to arouse, to expose, to demean 

and to belittle, and created or at least reinforced a new way ofseeing the 

other-Jews, religious opponents, women and, as Anne Kibbey has pointed 

out, the non-European other. 42 However, we can discern a crucial ambiva

lence in this highly elaborated manipulation ofvisual perception, for at the 

same time as it enhanced the power ofthe image and its magical ability to 

lead us into an invisible world, it also provoked reactions against it. So 

much ofits skill depended on exploiting sense perception that some came 

to believe that images involved no more than a realm ofthe senses. Many 

religious reformers ofthe sixteenth century would have shared the views of 

Ulrich Zwingli that 'holy women are so whorishly depicted, turned out so 
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Fig. 5.12 (opposite) 
Lucas Cranach the Elder, 
Lueretia, 1533, oil on 
wood 

Fig.5.13 (above left and 
right) PopeAlexanderVI 
exposed as Devil, sixteenth 
century, broadsheet with 

woodcut 

painted and glossy that one is incited tovoluptuousness by them' .43 Martin 

Bucer admitted in 1520, 'I often had bad thoughts from looking on 

women's images upon the altar, for no woman ofpleasure would have clad 

or adorned herself so voluptuously or shamelessly as the Mother ofGod, 

St Barbara, St Katherine and others are nowadays depicted.'44 Zwingli 

added that this was not simply a matter of the male gaze: 'There stands 

a Sebastian, a Maurice and the pious John the Baptist, all so proudly, man

fully and sensually depicted that the women had to confess because of 
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Fig. 5.14 SatireonJohann 

Cochlaeu5, sixteenth 

century,broadsheet 

with woodcut 

them. '45 This led naturally to the thought that images were signs of 

nothing other than the matter from which they were made or the forms 

imposed on it by the skill ofthe artist. Martin Bucer undoubtedly expressed 

the views of many who had become hostile to images when he claimed 

that they could in no way serve as signifiers of the supernatural, since 

neither matter such as wood, stone, gold or silver, nor the form created by 

the artist could transcend the natural world. 46 

The consequence of such thinking was iconoclasm, the denial of any 

sacramental value to visual images, which confined them merely to a 

materialist world ofimmediate sense perception. Yet this was by no means 

a secularised or desacralised world, since it persisted alongside the view 

(often held by the same persons) that images were still 'tricks ofthe devil', 
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relegating the visual image to a near·manichean universe in which created 
matter could be a sign ofevil but never ofgood. For this reason, icono· 
machy and iconoclasm can be seen as evoked as much by fear ofthe power 
ofthe image as by a dispassionate disbeliefin it: that first iconomach ofthe 
Reformation Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt admitted, '1 have in myself 
a harmful fear, which I would fain be rid of, but cannot. '47 It may have been 
the reaction ofthose whose eyes were opened and who could now see how 
they had been deceived, butit may also have been the hatred ofthe spurned 
or disillusioned lover. The age ofDiirer thus remained one in which many 
different ways ofseeing were possible: it allowed Simon Grunau to see an 
abused image bleed like a man and provoke the wrath ofthe heavens, but 
permitted others to see such stories as propagandist fiction; it allowed 
images to be relegated merely to the realm ofthe senses or to be perceived 
as works ofthe devil, using human sense perception to lure to damnation. 
Lest we become too smug in our modern reflection on such ambivalence, 
perhaps we might conclude with the thought that the visual media ofour 
own day still present us with the same dilemmas. 
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